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ABSTRACT
Selecting an appropriate model to forecast product demand
is critical to the manufacturing industry. However, due to the
data complexity, market uncertainty and users’ demanding re-
quirements for the model, it is challenging for demand analysts
to select a proper model. Although existing model selection
methods can reduce the manual burden to some extent, they
often fail to present model performance details on individual
products and reveal the potential risk of the selected model.
This paper presents DFSeer, an interactive visualization sys-
tem to conduct reliable model selection for demand forecasting
based on the products with similar historical demand. It sup-
ports model comparison and selection with different levels of
details. Besides, it shows the difference in model performance
on similar products to reveal the risk of model selection and in-
crease users’ confidence in choosing a forecasting model. Two
case studies and interviews with domain experts demonstrate
the effectiveness and usability of DFSeer.
Author Keywords
Interactive visualization; model selection; product demand
forecasting; time series.
CCS Concepts
•Human-centered computing→ Visualization; User inter-
face design; Human computer interaction (HCI);
INTRODUCTION
In a manufacturing company, the forecast of product demand
based on the historical demand data is critical to production
planning and supply strategy developing [29]. Since there is
often no model that is suitable for forecasting all the product
demand [1, 22], it has become increasingly important to select
appropriate models for demand forecasting. An appropriate
model for demand forecasting should be accurate, stable, and
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suitable for multiple products, which can optimize the alloca-
tion of production resources and reduce the risk of both order
delay and the overstock of products [29].
However, it is challenging to select a proper model for demand
forecasting. First, it is not easy to evaluate and compare dif-
ferent demand forecasting models due to the data complexity.
The demand forecasting in a manufacturing company usually
involves thousands of products and dozens of models. The
domain experts often find it difficult to quickly evaluate and
compare different demand forecasting models when the model
performance is inconsistent on different products or in differ-
ent time periods for the same product. Second, the market
uncertainty, which is common in the manufacturing industry,
makes it even more difficult to find a reliable demand forecast-
ing model [39]. For example, a sudden decline in the price
of substitute products may lead to a reduction in the demand,
which can result in a large difference between the forecasted
and exact demand. Third, it is challenging to find a model that
fulfills the high requirements of product demand forecasting.
The demand analyst is seeking a model that is accurate for
most of the products, stable in the accuracy when forecasting
the demand in different months, and applicable to as many
products as possible.
Some prior research has been conducted on the selection of
forecasting models, which mainly focuses on parameter tuning
[6], feature selection for modeling [36, 42], and the compari-
son of different types of models [23, 30, 45, 52, 56, 40]. These
studies provide helpful guidance for model selection and re-
duce lots of manual efforts in model selection. However, they
often only provide the overall performance of models on the
dataset and fail to reveal the performance details on individual
products, which is important for decision making in demand
forecasting model selection. For example, how accurate is the
product demand forecast by different models? How different
is the demand forecasting performance of a certain model on
different types of products (or different products of the same
type)? Are there some models that are suitable for the demand
forecasting of most products? In addition, these studies do not
reveal the risk of using a specific demand forecasting model.
Instead of only getting a ranked list of models, users are also
curious about the reliability of the models in forecasting the
demand of the products with similar historical demand data,
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which is crucial to their choice of an appropriate demand fore-
casting model [10, 4]. Employing a high-risk model can lead
to a reduction in revenue, loss of customers, and users’ distrust
of the model.
In this paper, we propose DFSeer, an interactive visual analyt-
ics system to support the comparison and selection of demand
forecasting models in the manufacturing industry. Consider-
ing that a model with a good average performance on all the
products may produce a poor forecast for some products, DF-
Seer supports model selection according to the forecast of the
products with similar historical demand data [10, 4, 21]. Our
approach allows users to compare and select demand forecast-
ing models through three levels of details, i.e., an overview,
a product view, and a detail view. It can help users easily
identify the models whose forecasting results are inaccurate
or unstable for some products, as well as the models that are
only suitable for a small number of products. Besides, the
system combines the model performance with the historical
demand data to reveal the risk of selecting a specific demand
forecasting model. It allows users to remove dissimilar prod-
ucts identified by integrating their domain knowledge with
the properties of the time series extracted by automated algo-
rithms. By showing the difference in model performance on
the products with similar historical demand, DFSeer can help
users understand the possibility of an accurate forecast by the
selected model, which can increase their confidence in their
choice of the model. To the best of our knowledge, DFSeer
is the first visual analytics system to support the interactive
selection of different types of time series forecasting models.
We summarize the major contributions of the work as follows:
• A new workflow that supports demand forecasting model
selection based on the products with similar historical de-
mand and reveals the risk of selecting a model to increase
users’ confidence in adopting the model.
• The implementation of a visual analytics system that en-
ables users to compare and select demand forecasting mod-
els with different levels of details.
• Detailed evaluations of the visualization system, including
two case studies with real-world product demand data and
interviews with four domain experts from a manufacturing
company.
RELATED WORK
Previous studies related to our work can be divided into three
parts: techniques for time series forecasting, model selection
for forecasting analysis, and visualization of discrete time
series.
Techniques for Time Series Forecasting
Recently a number of techniques have been proposed and ap-
plied to the forecast of time series, which can be categorized
into three groups according to previous studies [20, 49]: clas-
sical techniques for time series modeling, machine learning
techniques, and deep learning techniques.
Classical techniques for time series modeling mainly includes
the autoregressive integrated moving average (ARIMA) model
[8] and the exponential smoothing (ES) model [33]. The
ARIMA model [8] computes the difference between two adja-
cent values in a time series to convert non-stationary data to
stationary ones and utilizes the accumulated error terms to re-
duce the random fluctuation in time series forecasting. The ES
model [33] emphasizes the effect of the recent time series on
the forecast, without ignoring the effect of the time series from
a long time ago. Machine learning techniques have also been
applied to time series forecasting. For example, the k-nearest
neighbor regression (KNN) model [3] forecasts the future
value of a time series based on its neighboring time series.
Other machine learning techniques include the support vector
regression (SVR) model [28], gradient boosting [25], Lasso
[53], ridge regression [31] and so on. In addition, inspired by
the excellent performance of deep learning techniques [38],
researchers have also introduced deep learning techniques to
time series forecasting. For instance, Model-Agnostic Meta-
Learning (MAML) [24] can be trained quickly even though
there are only a small number of data points. When forecasting
the future values of a time series, the recurrent neural network
(RNN) [43] takes both the current value and past ones into
consideration.
Each of these techniques performs well on certain forecasting
tasks, but their performance often declines on other forecasting
tasks [1]. In this paper, we build an interactive visual analytics
system to facilitate the fast selection of demand forecasting
models and help users easily identify the risk of a model.
Model Selection for Forecasting Analysis
Various studies have been conducted to facilitate the selection
of forecasting analysis models. These studies mainly consist of
two types: visualization of forecasting models and automated
approaches for model selection.
Visual analytics techniques play an important role in helping
users understand forecasting models. For example, Krause
et al. [37] and Hohman et al. [32] studied the influence of
a feature on the forecast by varying the value of the feature.
Visual analytics approaches have also been employed to ex-
plain the mechanism of deep learning models [41, 44, 55].
Some other studies focus on using visualization techniques to
facilitate the comparison and selection of forecasting models.
For instance, TiMoVA [6] provides a detailed comparison of
ARIMA models with different parameter settings to seek the
best model. INFUSE [36] visualizes the significance of vari-
ous features in forecasting analysis with a glyph design, where
users can select different features to train a model and compare
the generated models. ATMSeer [56] exploits visualization
techniques to support the interactive exploration of a model se-
lection process. Techniques in the statistics literature, such as
the residual plot [16] and the quantile-quantile (Q-Q) plot [59],
have also been employed to evaluate and select models. The
worm plot [11] supports parameter tuning and the selection of
LMS models [15]. Gabry et al. [26] introduced visualization
techniques to the building of Bayesian models to help model
developers evaluate and compare models. Apart from these
visualization methods, some automated approaches for model
selection have also been proposed. For example, Auto-WEKA
2.0 [35] and H2O AutoML [30] are developed to help data
scientists tune the parameters of different algorithms, compare
the explored models, and find the model that performs the best
on the dataset specified by the user.
Although these techniques provide useful guidance for model
selection and reduce the workload to some extent, they are not
applicable to model selection for demand forecasting for two
reasons. First, these approaches are aimed at the optimized
performance of the whole dataset, which may result in an
inaccurate forecast of the demand for some products. Sec-
ond, they lack the performance details of models on individual
products, which is important to decision making in demand
forecasting model selection. Our work is proposed to solve
the aforementioned problems, which supports demand fore-
casting model selection with different levels of details based
on the forecast of the products with similar historical demand.
Besides, it reveals the risk of the selected model by showing
the performance difference on similar products.
Visualization of Discrete Time Series
Visual analytics approaches are widely used to explore time
series [46, 5]. According to the survey by Aigner et al. [2],
the studies on time series data visualization mainly includes
three parts: ordinal, discrete, and continuous time series visu-
alization. We will only discuss the prior work on visualizing
discrete time series, which is more related to our approach.
One of the most popular visualization techniques for discrete
time series is the line chart [47], which describes how data
change over time by connected line segments. An alternative
of the line chart is the horizon graph [48], a space-saving tech-
nique that encodes the data by both the color and the height.
Besides, the spiral [58] and calendar-based visualization [54]
can reveal the periodic features of time series. To support the
exploration of large scale time series, plenty of visual analytics
tools have been developed. For example, PlanningVis [51] is a
multi-level visualization system that juxtaposes heatmaps, line
charts and bar charts to assist factory planners in optimizing a
production plan.
Inspired by the prior studies, we propose novel visualization
techniques to show the discrete time series data and support
the selection of demand forecasting models.
SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS AND DESIGN
In this section, we interviewed four domain experts to un-
derstand the problem of model selection for product demand
forecasting. Based on the comments and suggestions collected
from the interviews, we summarized five requirements to guide
the design of the visualization system.
Interview Study
In order to understand the workflow of model selection for
product demand forecasting, identify existing challenges in
the approach currently used, and seek opportunities to improve
the process of model selection, we conducted interviews with
four domain experts from a manufacturing company. Two of
the domain experts are algorithm developers who apply and
train various models to forecast the demand of thousands of
products, while the other two are demand analysts who are
required to compare the performance of the models provided
by algorithm developers and select the most suitable model.
The interview for each domain expert lasted for one hour,
which can be divided into three parts: the introduction to de-
mand forecasting, the description of the workflow of model
selection, and the discussion of challenges and user require-
ments. In the first part, the domain expert introduced the
demand forecasting problem, the demand data used, and the
algorithms to forecast product demand. In the second part,
we asked the domain expert questions about the workflow
of model selection for demand forecasting, including what
features will be used to evaluate a model, what weights will
be assigned to these features to rank the models, what infor-
mation will be browsed by the domain experts, and so on. In
the third part, we discussed with the domain expert the prob-
lems in the current approach, the existing challenges, their
requirements on a new approach for model selection, and the
opportunities that visual analytics techniques can bring about.
During the interview, the domain experts complained about
the difficulty in model selection due to the large number of
data they needed to explore. The current approach presents the
forecast accuracy of each model for all the products in a tabular
form, which is often overwhelming and requires a long scroll
to explore the data. Also, the domain experts commented that
they were not sure whether the selected model could produce
an accurate forecast or not. In addition, they agreed with us on
supporting model selection based on the products with similar
historical demand. They commented that it follows the rule of
product lifecycle [50], and hoped that the new approach can
make full use of previous forecasting experience.
Design Requirements
Based on the feedback collected from the interview study, we
summarized the following five design requirements.
R1. Allow interactive model ranking. The system should
support the interactions that allow users to adjust the weights
of different features for ranking demand forecasting models.
In addition, it should also enable users to manually remove
dissimilar products identified based on the features of the
historical demand data extracted by automated algorithms.
R2. Enable model selection based on the forecast for simi-
lar products. The system should allow users to interactively
select the products with similar historical demand and help
them find the models with the best performance on these prod-
ucts. This can take advantage of previous forecasting experi-
ence and alleviate the problem that a model selected according
to the average performance on all the products may produce
an inaccurate forecast for some products.
R3. Present the performance of models on different prod-
ucts. Besides the overall performance of models on the se-
lected products, the system should also show the performance
of models on individual products, which is helpful for users to
identify the drawback of a model and seek alternative models.
R4. Reveal the risk of an inaccurate forecast. When apply-
ing a demand forecasting model, users have no idea whether
the forecast is reliable or not. Revealing the risk of an inaccu-
rate forecast can prevent the adoption of an unreliable model
and increase the confidence in model selection.
Figure 1. An overview of the DFSeer system, which mainly consists of
three modules: data generation, data processing and data visualization.
R5. Support multi-level exploration. Displaying the large
quantity of data related to demand forecasting on a limited
screen is overwhelming and can result in visual clutter. The
system should support the exploration of demand forecasting
data with levels of details to reduce the manual effort required.
DFSEER
In this section, we introduce DFSeer, an interactive visual
analytics system that supports model selection for demand
forecasting and reveals the risk of the selected model. This
section first gives an overview of DFSeer and then describes
each component of the visualization system in detail.
System Overview
Figure 1 presents an overview of the DFSeer system, which
can be divided into three modules: data generation, data pro-
cessing, and data visualization.
The data generation module forecasts the demand for products
in the next month with various kinds of forecasting algorithms.
Three analytical tasks are then performed in the data process-
ing module. First, the Euclidean Distance [21] is utilized
to measure the similarity between the z-normalized [27] his-
torical demand data. Second, we compute the performance
indicators to evaluate and rank different demand forecasting
models. These performance indicators include the accuracy
of the forecast in the next month, the variance of the forecast
accuracy in the recent ten months, and the number of prod-
ucts to which a demand forecasting model is applicable. To
be more specific, a model is applicable to a product when it
is among the most accurate k models, where k is defined by
users. Third, automated algorithms are introduced to extract
the properties of the historical demand data, including the
trend, the seasonality, the autocorrelation, and the stationarity.
The demand data and the information generated by the data
processing module are then sent to the visualization module.
There are five components in the data visualization module: (a)
an overview which allows rerunning the algorithm to forecast
the demand in another month, supports interactively adjust-
ing the weight for ranking demand forecasting models, and
summarizes the performance of different models on the prod-
ucts selected by users, (b) a similarity view which encodes
the similarity between time series with the distance between
the points in a scatter plot and allows users to select clusters
for detailed analysis, (c) a product view which displays the
detailed performance of models on individual products with a
novel glyph design, (d) a detail view which presents the histor-
ical demand data of a user-specified product and the accuracy
of the forecasts in past months by the top k models, and (e)
a risk identification view which shows the features of similar
historical demand data, and assists users in evaluating the risk
of a model. The visualization module also supports several
interactions such as linked-filtering and the tooltip.
With DFSeer, the user can compare and select different types
of demand forecasting models with levels of details. Besides,
the methodology applied in model selection (i.e., model selec-
tion is based on the performance of models on the products
with similar historical demand data) can increase the confi-
dence of users in the selected model.
Ranking Models Interactively
DFSeer enables users to adjust the weight of the performance
indicators for ranking demand forecasting models (R1). The
models are re-ranked according to the adjustment, with the
summarized performance indicators of each model presented
in a ranked list. This presents the macroscopic information to
support model selection for demand forecasting (R2, R5).
As shown in the upper part of the overview (Figure 2a1),
three sliders are provided for users to adjust the weight of
the forecast accuracy, the variance of the forecast accuracy
in recent months, and the number of products to which a
demand forecasting model is applicable. There is another
slider for parameter “top k”, which indicates that among the
models forecasting the demand of a product, only the most
accurate k models are considered applicable to that product.
The ranked list of the demand forecasting models is shown
below the sliders (Figure 2a2), which summarizes the model
performance on the products selected by users. For each
model, the leftmost and rightmost rightward bars display the
accuracy of the forecast and the number of the products to
which a demand forecasting model is applicable respectively.
The circle in the middle encodes the variance of the forecast
accuracy in recent months with the color saturation, which
is consistent with other views. Only the top k models in the
ranked list are depicted by different colors other than gray.
Selecting Similar Products
The similarity view (Figure 2b) allows users to select the
products with similar historical demand data in a scatter plot
(R2). We employ the Euclidean Distance [21] to measure
the similarity between the z-normalized [27] time series. The
Euclidean Distance is adopted because it is efficient [18] and
can handle noisy data. Then, multidimensional scaling (MDS)
[7] is applied to map the time series to a scatter plot, where the
relative distance between two points indicates the similarity
between two time series. In the scatter plot, the red points
represent the time series to be forecasted, while the light purple
points encode the time series forecasted before. Users can
select a group of adjacent points by drawing a lasso to explore
the performance of models on individual products.
Exploring Model Performance on Products
After selecting a cluster of time series of interest, users can
view the performance of models on individual products and
Figure 2. DFSeer supports interactive model selection for demand forecasting and reveals the risk of the selected model. (a) The overview enables users
to adjust the parameters for ranking demand forecasting models (a1) and presents the ranked list of models (a2). (b) The similarity view allows users to
select the products with similar historical demand data in a scatter plot. (c) The product view encodes the model performance on individual products
with bar charts (c1) and carefully-designed glyphs (c2). (d) The detail view shows the monthly forecast accuracy of the top k models (d1), and the real
and forecasted demand of a user-selected product (d2). The right part of d2 is enlarged and shown in d3. (e) The risk identification view presents the
extracted properties of the historical demand (e1, e2) and the model performance difference on similar products to reveal the risk of the selected model.
further explore the forecast details of a user-specified product
in recent months (R3). This enables users to select demand
forecasting models by comparing their mesoscopic and micro-
scopic information (R2, R5).
For the time series to be forecasted, the product view (Fig-
ure 2c) employs a bar chart (Figure 2c1) to display the fore-
casted value of the top k models in the overview. The order
of the bars is the same as that in the ranked list. For the time
series forecasted before, we exploit a well-crafted glyph de-
sign (Figure 2c2) to describe the performance of the forecasts
by different models. The current visual design is inspired by
prior studies on multi-dimensional data visualization [62, 61,
12, 57] and we worked closely with domain experts to collect
their feedback on the visual design in an iterative manner. The
glyph takes a circular design, which encodes the most accu-
rate k models by different sectors. The sectors are arranged
clockwise according to the forecast accuracy. In each sector,
the inner arc depicts the variance of the forecast accuracy in
recent months with the color saturation, while the outer arc
represents the accuracy of the forecast by the radius. The
color of the outer arc encodes the model type. In the left part
of the glyph, a violin plot shows the accuracy distribution of
other models. However, the circular glyph design is not very
convenient for comparing model performance on different
products. DFSeer also supports a bar chart-based glyph design
(Figure 3b), where the upper bars depict the forecast accu-
racy of the top k models and the lower rectangles encode the
variance of the forecast accuracy with the color saturation. A
marginal density plot on the right shows the accuracy distribu-
Figure 3. The glyph designs to describe the model performance on each
product: (a) the circular glyph design used in DFSeer, (b) a bar chart-
based glyph design, (c) a matrix view-based glyph design, and (d) a star
plot-based glyph design.
tion of other models. Since the circular glyph design can help
users distinguish the performance indicators on the products
forecasted before (Figure 2c2) from the forecasting results of
future product demand (the bar chart shown in Figure 2c1),
and it is also visually attractive, DFSeer uses the circular glyph
design as the default choice. But users can interactively switch
to the bar chart-based glyph design.
Two alternatives of the glyph are considered in our iterative
design process, as shown in Figure 3. Our earliest attempt is
to use a matrix view (Figure 3c) to describe the performance
of models on individual products. Each row of the matrix
represents a product, while each column represents a model.
However, much manual effort is required to find the most suit-
able models for each product. Next, a star plot (Figure 3d) is
adopted to show the performance of different models, where
each star denotes a product, and each spoke denotes the per-
formance of a model. However, showing dozens of spokes
is overwhelming and it is also not easy to identify the most
accurate k models for each product in the star plot.
After users click a bar chart (i.e., the time series to be fore-
casted) in the product view, the detailed performance of the
top k models, the actual demand data and the latest forecast in
the past months will be shown in the detail view (Figure 2d).
Similar to the overview, a bar chart (Figure 2d1) is used to
express the accuracy of the forecasts in the past months. The
horizontal axis of the bar chart encodes the month, while the
height encodes the accuracy. The bar charts are vertically
aligned, whose order and color are consistent with those in the
overview. In addition, users can also inspect the raw data (i.e.,
the actual and forecasted demand) in a multi-line chart below
the bar charts (Figure 2d2).
Identifying the Risk of the Selected Model
When users select a model to forecast the demand, it is critical
to reveal the risk of the selected model. The risk identification
view (Figure 2e) is proposed to extract the properties of the
time series (i.e., the historical demand of products) that are
similar to the one that users specify in the product view and
present the performance differences of the top k models on
these time series. It can help users identify the probability that
the selected model will produce an accurate forecast (R4).
To find the properties of a time series that are important for
the forecast, we study how classical time series models make
a forecast [34, 17] and discuss with domain experts how they
judge whether two time series are similar. We then identify
four key properties of a time series, i.e., the trend, the season-
ality, the autocorrelation, and the stationarity. To extract the
properties of a time series, we first apply an additive model
[14] to decompose a time series to get the trend and seasonality
components. Later, the Autocorrelation Function (ACF) plot
[9] is utilized to analyze the correlation between the demand in
different months. Additionally, the augmented Dickey-Fuller
(ADF) test [13] can reveal the stationarity of a time series.
In the risk identification view, the first row presents the prop-
erties of the time series to be forecasted, which is specified by
users. The following rows show the properties of the time se-
ries forecasted before and the performance of the top k models,
which are ranked by the similarity between the time series and
the user-specified one. In the left part of the risk identification
view (Figure 2e1), a line chart shows the historical demand,
overlaid with an area chart to display the trend of the time se-
ries. Figure 2e2 utilizes a black line to exhibit the seasonality
of a time series, which is overlaid with a bar chart to present
the autocorrelation function. The two light blue lines indicate
the 95% confidence interval of the autocorrelation. Besides,
a rectangle is placed in the right part of Figure 2e2 to encode
the p-value output by the ADF test. The rectangle is green if
the historical demand data is stationary, or white if the data
is not stationary. A vertically arranged parallel coordinates
plot in the right part of the risk identification view (Figure 2e3)
shows the performance of the top k models in forecasting the
demand of the similar products. In the parallel coordinates
plot, each horizontal axis represents a time series forecasted
Figure 4. (a) item1757 gains a significantly high demand forecasting
value by myarimax in August 2018. (b) An abrupt sharp increase in
demand in June 2018 results in low forecast accuracy. (c) myarimax
achieves a much better demand forecasting accuracy in July 2018 than
other top models, indicating its excellent sensitivity in learning an abrupt
demand increase.
before, while each of the top k models is denoted as a polyline.
The intersection of the polyline and the axis is displayed as
a circle, whose horizontal position encodes the forecast accu-
racy and color saturation encodes the variance of the forecast
accuracy in recent months. We encode the variance with the
color saturation instead of the size of a circle or a bar to avoid
possible occlusion. When exploring the time series forecasted
before and the performance of the top k models, users are
allowed to remove a time series if they think it is dissimilar to
the time series to be forecasted.
CASE STUDY
In this section, we conducted two case studies to demonstrate
the effectiveness of DFSeer. The users involved in the case
studies are the domain experts from the manufacturing com-
pany we collaborate with, who also attended the interview
study in the next section. The dataset used consists of monthly
demand of 1,096 products from January 2015 to November
2018. The actual names and types of the products are removed
due to privacy issues.
Inspecting Top Models: Best Model Does Not Work for All
In the first case study, a user was asked to select a suitable
model to forecast the demand in August 2018 for any cluster
of products of his interest. After loading the data to DFSeer
and setting the forecast period, he immediately found a cluster
from the similarity view (Figure 2b). The user first set the
parameter top k to 5 in the overview and filtered the data
to gain a rough idea of the model performance (R5). From
the ranked list of models, the user quickly noticed that the
forecast accuracy of different models is a bit low. Therefore, he
further increased the weights of accuracy and applicability to
check which model can lead to higher average accuracy (R1).
Figure 5. Identify the difference between “similar” models by using DFSeer: The user found that the top 2 models (i.e., cat and knn) have very similar
average performance (a2) and an overall similar distribution of ranking among the top 5 models for the selected products (c2). He then clicked an
example product of type76 (i.e., item1612) and found the two models have similar variance of the monthly accuracy (d1) and a close trend of the forecast
accuracy for the similar products (e). But the forecasted demand by cat is consistently lower than that by knn (d2 or d3). To mitigate the shortage of this
type of key products, he selected knn to forecast the demand for the products of type76.
The ranked list (Figure 2a2) shows that the model myarimax
(e.g., a manually tuned ARIMAX model [60]) achieves the
highest average accuracy. Meanwhile, the circular glyphs in
the product view (Figure 2c2) also indicate that myarimax
consistently ranks as one of the top 5 models when forecasting
the demand of the majority of the similar products shown in the
product view (R3). By quickly clicking the similar products to
explore the performance details of the top 5 models, the user
observed that myarimax is more accurate than other top models
when forecasting the demand in different months (Figure 2d1)
and the forecasted demand by the model is closer to the real
one (Figure 2d2 or 2d3). He also compared the performance of
the top 5 models on similar products in the risk identification
view and found that myarimax is more accurate than other
top models for most products (Figure 2e3). Thus, the user
became more confidence in myarimax and decided to consider
myarimax as a candidate model for forecasting the demand of
most of the selected products (R2).
However, the user also quickly identified some abnormal fore-
casts from the product view. The red bars of two products (i.e.,
item1757 and item1830) are surrounded by a black border, as
shown in Figure 2c1. It means that the product demand fore-
casted by myarimax exceeds a threshold predefined based on
domain knowledge. So the user chose one of the two products
(i.e., item1757) for further analysis. By looking at the detail
view, the user found that item1757 and other products of the
same type (i.e., type53) usually have small demand values, but
only item1757 gains a significantly high demand forecasting
value by myarimax (Figure 4a). Such an abnormal observa-
tion gives the user the impression that the forecasting result
of item1757 by myarimax may be problematic. By further
checking the historical demand of item1757, the user easily
observed that item1757 has an abrupt sharp increase in de-
mand in June (Figure 4(b)) and July (Figure 4(c)). myarimax
achieves a much better demand forecasting accuracy in July
than other top models, indicating its excellent sensitivity in
learning an abrupt demand increase. However, it overrates
this trend and forecasts an abnormally high product demand
of item1757 in August. For the other product (i.e., item1830),
the user also observed similar issues.
These observations from DFSeer informed the user of the
potential risk of using myarimax to forecast product demand
(R4). Although it is the “best” model in terms of the overall
performance, it can also overrate a sudden increase in product
demand, resulting in demand forecasting failures.
Breaking the Tie: “Similar” Models Can Be Different
In this case study, another user was asked to finish exactly the
same task as the first case study. But he selected a different
group of similar products by brushing in the similarity view,
as is shown in Figure 5b.
By browsing the product view (Figure 5c1 and 5c2), the user
easily noticed that many products are belonging to type76.
Since the products of type76 are the sub-components for pro-
ducing other products and play a critical role in the whole
supply chain of the factory, a demand forecasting model that
is both accurate and stable will be preferred. Therefore, the
user significantly increased the weight of accuracy and vari-
ance (Figure 5a1) to favor the demand forecasting models that
have good average forecast accuracy and also perform con-
sistently well along the time (R1). The ranked list of models
(Figure 5a2) shows that the model cat (i.e., CatBoost [19])
and the model knn (i.e., the KNN model [3]) rank the first and
second, respectively. But the two models have very similar
performance in terms of the average accuracy and variance,
making it difficult to distinguish which model is actually more
appropriate for the selected products. Therefore, he further
checked the performance distribution of the top five models
on the selected products whose demand was forecasted before
(R3, R5). But the user still found that an overall similar dis-
tribution of cat and knn models that rank within the top five
models for the selected products, as shown in Figure 5c2.
However, when the user continued to closely explore the prod-
uct view, he quickly observed that cat (the red bars) tends to
always forecast lower future demand for the selected products
(especially the products of type76) than knn (the blue bars), as
shown in Figure 5c1. This phenomenon is beyond the expecta-
tion of the user, since both models achieved similar accuracy
and variance for different products. Therefore, he selected a
product of type76 (i.e., item1612) from the product view to
inspect more details. The detailed view shows that cat and knn
have a very similar demand forecasting accuracy along the
time for item1612 (Figure 5d1), and their demand forecasting
results for other products with similar historical demand share
a close trend (Figure 5e). However, when the user carefully
checked the line charts of the forecasting results in the detail
view (Figure 5d2 or 5d3), he clearly observed that the demand
forecasting result by cat is consistently lower than that by
knn along the time regardless of the drop and rise of the actual
demand (R4). Such an observation was also found for other
products of type76.
As mentioned above, the products of type76 are critical in
the whole supply chain of the factory. The shortage of these
products can bring serious trouble to the manufacturing of
the factory. Therefore, despite the similarity between cat and
knn, the user finally decided to choose knn as the demand
forecasting model for the products of type76, since it often has
higher demand forecasts than cat (R2). Though such a choice
can increase the risk of overstock, it can better mitigate the
shortage of these key products.
EXPERT INTERVIEW
We conducted semi-structured interviews with four domain
experts working on model selection for demand forecasting to
demonstrate the effectiveness and usability of DFSeer. This
section first introduces the interview procedures. We then
summarize the feedback collected from the experts.
Participants and apparatus
The participants include four domain experts from the man-
ufacturing company we work with. The domain experts are
different from the experts attending the requirement analysis
interview and haven’t participated in the design of the DFSeer
system. Two of the domain experts (E1 and E2) are algorithm
Q1 Find the most accurate demand forecasting model.
Q2 Find the most stable demand forecasting model.
Q3 Find the demand forecasting model which has thebest applicability.
Q4 Find the model whose forecast for the target month isdifferent from other top k models.
Q5 Find the product for whom the forecast by the top kmodels is the most accurate.
Q6 For a given product, find the most unstable modelamong the top k models.
Q7 For a given product, find the model whose forecast isthe closest to the real demand.
Q8 Find the product whose historical demand is the mostdissimilar to the selected one.
Q9
Given the products which are similar to a selected
one, find the product whose forecasted demand is the
most accurate.
Table 1. The questions in T1 are related to model performance in differ-
ent levels of details: the overview (Q1 - Q3), the product view (Q4 - Q5),
the detail view (Q6 - Q7), and the risk identification view (Q8 - Q9).
developers who are working on developing demand forecast-
ing algorithms, while the other two (E3 and E4) are demand
analysts who are responsible for selecting the most suitable
demand forecasting models for different products from dozens
of algorithms provided by algorithm developers. The inter-
views were conducted with a 23.8-inch 1920 x 1080 monitor
showing the visual analytics system.
Dataset and Tasks
The dataset used in the expert interviews is the same as that
in the case studies, which contains the monthly demand data
of 1,096 products from January 2015 to November 2018. Dur-
ing the interviews, we asked the domain experts to fulfill two
carefully-designed tasks to assess the usability of the visual-
ization system and understand how the domain expert selects
a demand forecasting model.
• T1. Analyze the result of model selection for a group of
similar products.
• T2. Select suitable models to forecast the demand of pre-
selected products.
In T1, we plan to select a model to forecast the demand of
products in August 2018 and pre-select a group of similar
products. The corresponding model performance on these
products is displayed in the visualization system. The domain
experts are then asked to answer nine questions related to the
model performance in different levels of details, as shown
in Table 1. In T2, the domain experts are required to find
the best model for two types of products, i.e., the general
products which emphasize more on the accuracy of a demand
forecasting model (e.g., switches and indicator lights), and
the products that are important to the supply chain of the
factory and need a more stable model (e.g., high-speed optical
modules and digital signal controllers).
Procedure
During the interview, we first introduced the methodology of
demand forecasting model selection, the visual design and
Q1 The model selection based on the products with sim-ilar historical demand is reasonable.
Q2 The workflow provides useful guidance for me toselect suitable demand forecasting models.
Q3 The workflow can reduce my workload in modelselection for product demand forecasting.
Q4 I have confidence in the model selected by using thevisualization system.
Q5 The visual design is intuitive.
Q6 The visual design is easy to understand.
Q7 The visual design provides enough information forme to select a demand forecasting model.
Q8 The visual design and interactions help me compareand select demand forecasting models.
Q9 The visual analytics system is easy to use.
Q10 The visual analytics system is helpful for demandforecasting model selection.
Q11 I would like to use the visual analytics system toselect demand forecasting models in the future.
Q12 I will recommend the visual analytics system to mycolleagues working on forecasting model selection.
Table 2. The questionnaire consists of three parts: the workflow and
trust (Q1 - Q4), the visual design and interactions (Q5 - Q8), and the
usability (Q9 - Q12).
interactions, and the functionality of each part of the DFSeer
system to the domain experts. After that, an example usage
scenario was given to help them understand how to use the vi-
sualization system to select demand forecasting models. Then,
the participants were allowed to explore the system on their
own. The aforementioned tutorial lasted for about 20 minutes.
After the tutorial, the domain experts were invited to discuss
how they select a demand forecasting model and what infor-
mation is used to support their decision in their daily work.
Then, the participants were guided to carry out two tasks. Both
tasks employed a think-aloud protocol, and the comments and
suggestions of the domain experts were all recorded. After
accomplishing the two tasks, the participants were asked to
describe the workflow of using the DFSeer system to select
demand forecasting models. They were also encouraged to
compare DFSeer with the approach currently used in their
daily work. Then, we invited the participants to rate the vi-
sual analytics system on a 7-point Likert scale (1 - strongly
disagree, 7 - strongly agree) from three aspects. The detailed
questions are shown in Table 2. Finally, the domain experts
attended a post-study interview where they gave comments
and suggestions on the workflow and trust, the visual design
and interactions, and the usability of the DFSeer system. The
study for each domain expert lasted for approximately one
hour and 20 minutes.
Results
We summarize the feedback of the interviews and the result of
the questionnaire into three parts:
Workflow and trust. All the domain experts agreed that
the workflow for demand forecasting model selection in our
work is helpful and increases their trust in the selected model.
E3 said “In our daily work, model selection is based on the
average accuracy of a model. It is difficult for me to trust
that the model would give an accurate forecast for a certain
product.” He commented the proposed workflow to support
the selection of models based on their performance on similar
products is reasonable and trustful, since the algorithm will
often produce similar results for similar time series data [10,
4, 21] and the change of demand over months follows the
rule of product lifecycle [50]. E2 mentioned “Having seen the
detailed model performance on similar products, I have a better
understanding of the models and trust the model I selected.” E4
reported it was difficult to manually identify the products with
dissimilar historical demand. With the properties extracted and
presented in the risk identification view, he was able to find
dissimilar time series without much effort. When performing
T2, E1 found the model he selected is different from that by
others. After checking the risk identification view, he realized
many dissimilar products were included. He then shrunk the
scope of selecting similar products and got a suitable model.
E1 commented “The risk identification view helps me check
whether the scope of selecting similar products is suitable.”
The domain experts also gave suggestions on the selection of
products with similar historical demand data. E2 suggested
involving the relationship between different types of products
in the computation of similarity. E4 mentioned there are too
many points in the similarity view and recommended that the
system can further filter products by the type of products and
the relationship between them.
Visual design and interactions. The domain experts reported
that the visual design is informative and the interactions are
user-friendly. E3 compared DFSeer with the approach cur-
rently employed in their work and commented “DFSeer pro-
vides an intuitive and easy way for me to explore the perfor-
mance of models. Without it, I need to scroll a large tabular
form to search for the information I need.” E4 liked the glyph
design in the product view and mentioned “The bar chart can
reveal which model produces a different forecast, while the
circular glyph shows which model is more accurate or stable.”
He also stated that the glyph design is in line with their daily
work, where the domain experts only focused on several top-
ranked models. The domain experts were surprised by the
capability of the risk identification view. E1 found there were
several products with few historical demand records and re-
moved them from the risk identification view. He commented
“the tool combines the power of automated algorithms and our
knowledge to judge whether a product is similar or not”. E2
mentioned the interactions are easy and powerful. He said
“Through the interactions with the visualization system, includ-
ing adjusting the weights for ranking models, selecting similar
products, and removing dissimilar historical demand data, I
get highly involved in how the models are ranked and gain a
better understanding of the models.”
Despite the positive feedback, the domain experts commented
that the product view and the risk identification view had a
steep learning curve, especially for the users who have little
knowledge of visualization.
Usability. The domain experts confirmed that the DFSeer
system is easy to use and can facilitate their work in model se-
lection for demand forecasting. It took them about 25 minutes
to finish the tasks (including the task introduction), where no
task was skipped. Only one participant made an error when
answering the objective questions in T1 (i.e., Q5), which is
because there are two products with very similar model per-
formance. This shows that DFSeer helps analyze the model
performance on similar products. E4 said “Compared with our
daily work where the similarity between products is manually
determined based on the type of products, DFSeer provides a
more reasonable and flexible manner for finding similar prod-
ucts.” The domain experts agreed that DFSeer provides helpful
guidance for them to find an appropriate demand forecasting
model and lightens their workload a lot. E3 mentioned the
visual analytics system was easy to learn and use. He appre-
ciated the nice experience of using the system, which was
better than using the tedious tabular form. The domain experts
planned to deploy the DFSeer system in the manufacturing
factory to facilitate their daily work of model selection. They
agreed it is worth spending around 20 minutes learning to use
the system.
Besides the positive comments on the usability of the DFSeer
system, the domain experts also put forward several construc-
tive suggestions. E4 expressed that the system could involve
other advanced similarity calculation methods and allow users
to choose which method to use. E1 suggested there was a
need for post-processing which can provide a feasible demand
value when the selected model offers an abnormal forecast.
DISCUSSION
Although DFSeer has shown its ability in facilitating model
selection for demand forecasting, limitations still exist. In this
section, we discuss the limitations from the perspectives of
visual design scalability, lessons learned, and generalizability
and extensions.
Visual Design Scalability
The similarity view of the DFSeer system displays 3,288 time
series for users to select similar products. To present a larger
number of time series, measures shall be taken to reduce the
overlap of data points. For example, we can adopt a hierarchi-
cal strategy which first asks users to assign the type of products
and specify the range of distance for searching similar prod-
ucts, and then shows the products inside this range. The visual
analytics system only presents the detailed performance of
less than ten models. This is in accordance with the workflow
of selecting demand forecasting models in the manufacturing
factory, where domain experts only focus on several models
with the best performance. Showing the detailed performance
of all the models could increase the visual burden of users.
Lessons Learned
By working with domain experts, we realize that showing the
internal structure of models to demand analysts may not be
that useful. In our study, the demand analysts often do not
have a strong background in machine learning models. Hence,
instead of showing the internal structure of models, DFSeer
visualizes the patterns of the input (i.e., time series), the output
(i.e., forecasted demand and performance indicators), and
the correlations between them. Besides, we find the model
ranked first by the algorithm may not always be the best. For
example, in our second case study, the domain experts selected
the model ranked second because compared with the model
ranked first, it can relieve the shortage of the products that are
critical to the supply chain. In addition, our work shows that
model transparency is highly appreciated and needed in model
selection for demand forecasting. Instead of only being told
to use a model, users also want to know why some time series
are considered similar and how the model performance is on
these similar products.
Generalizability and Extensions
Although in our study, DFSeer is used to support model se-
lection for demand forecasting, it can be adapted to other
application scenarios, such as stock market prediction, power
usage prediction, traffic flow forecast, and medical diagnosis.
For example, in the scenario of power usage prediction, DF-
Seer can group residents based on their residence locations and
incomes, and help power managers find suitable prediction
models for different groups of residents and identify poten-
tial power shortages. In the scenario of medical diagnosis,
DFSeer can be adapted to diagnosing the illness according
to the cases with similar symptoms, which can help doctors
make a diagnosis by summarizing the predictions of multiple
models. DFSeer can also be extended to increase its power
in model selection for demand forecasting. First, other com-
petitive time series forecasting models can be involved in our
system. Second, the relationship between different types of
products can be considered when computing the similarity
between time series. Third, the system can also provide more
distance calculation strategies for users to choose from.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
We have presented DFSeer, a visual analytics system to help
data analysts select demand forecasting models based on the
products with similar historical demand. The visualization
system provides different levels of details for users to explore
and compare the performance of demand forecasting models.
Besides, the DFSeer system can reveal the risk of a model by
showing the performance difference of the model on similar
products. We evaluated the visual analytics system through
two case studies with product demand data and semi-structured
interviews with four domain experts working on model selec-
tion for demand forecasting in a manufacturing factory, which
shows that DFSeer is helpful and effective in facilitating model
selection for demand forecasting.
In future work, we plan to include more time series forecasting
algorithms in the visualization system. Besides, we would like
to consider the relationship between different types of products
when computing the distance between the historical demand
data. We also want to enable users to filter products by type
in the similarity view. Finally, we intend to provide other
advanced approaches to compute the distance between time
series and allow users to select the approach on their own.
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